5. The Learning Module
5.1 Using Learning Modules from the Scholar Bookstore

5.1.1: The Scholar Bookstore contains many types of items including journal articles and books. One special kind of work
available in the bookstore is the Learning Module. You can peruse these Learning Modules for ideas, deliver updates,
projects and surveys directly into classes where students have Scholar accounts. In the Scholar Bookstore, different
kinds of works are organized into “Collections”, including collections of learning modules. “New Works” that have
recently been added to the Bookstore are highlighted below the “Collections”.
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5.1.2: Within a “Collection” works are organized into “Series” such as according to topic, text type and/or grade level.

5.1.3: A Learning Module is a series of activities/lessons, including curated material such as weblinks, videos and other
audio-visual material. It may also include a writing project and rubric. To open a Learning Module, select the
“Collection”, and then the “Series”. Then “View in Browser”.
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5.1.4: Note the two-sided sections in the Learning Module: In the Instructor-Paced mode, the teacher or instructor
organizes a class (or part of a class or several classes) to move through the activities at roughly the same pace by posting
the Left (Member) Side content directly into the activity stream of a Community.

5.1.5: On the Instructor side, select “Post Left-Side Content to a Community”; “Select Community” and choose the
specific community to which you would like to post this content. Then select “Continue”.
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5.1.6: The activity or “Update” of curated web content goes into every participant/student’s activity stream in that
Community. Students open the link in the Community activity stream, complete activities and add comments,
collaborating, and actively building and sharing ideas and knowledge.

5.1.7: The Right (Admin) Side content includes more information about the activities, including its purpose and teaching
tips. It also identifies the specific curriculum objectives and standards that are being addressed in the activity.
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5.1.8: The Learning Module may also contain a writing project. This enables the teacher to start a writing project that
includes a rubric and deadlines for the feedback, revision, and publication phases of the writing project. When you “Start
Project”, you will be taken to the wizard in Publisher in order to set due dates for your project, and then finalize the
project; this is explained in more detail in the Scholar tutorial 4.4, Creating a Project.

5.1.9: The Learning Module may contain knowledge and information surveys. You may preview the survey and then
distribute it directly into the activity stream of a Community.
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5.1.10: Once a survey has been distributed into a Community activity stream, students can open the link and complete
the survey. They can also add a comment, if they wish.
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5.1.11: Check the results of a survey by going to Publisher => Tools => Survey => Survey Tool => Find a Survey => Already
Distributed Surveys.
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5.1.12: For new users of Scholar we have a special Learning Module at the top of the Bookstore, “Getting Started in
Scholar”. As students use Scholar for the first time, when they are ready to proceed from step to step, you can send
Updates introducing them aspects of the environment relevant to the work they are about to do, feature by feature how to interact in Community, writing a work in Creator, how to peer review etc.
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